
20% MORE GREEN SPACES 
IN URBAN AREAS BY 2020

LET’S MAKE OUR 
CITIES GREENER.



Dozens of high profile media SPOKESPEOPLE

Roger Swinbourne AECOM

Bruce Jeffreys GoGet

Julian Gray  
Smart Approved Watermark

Rod Douglas  
Greening Australia

Amanda Steele CBRE

Greg Hales ICLEI Oceania

Kate Faithorn  
Royal Botanic Gardens

Sacha Coles Aspect Studios

Adrian McGregor McGregor Coxall

Jacqui Savage Medibank

Lauren Haas  
Brookfield Multiplex

Sheryn Pitman  
Botanic Gardens of Adelaide

Angus Bruce Hassell

James Grant JMD Design

Monica Richter 
Environmental Advocate

Wes Fleming  
Flemings Nurseries

Anita Mitchell Lend Lease

Joanne Jakovich U.LAB UTS

Peter Newman  
Curtin University

Simon Divecha  
Adelaide University

Tonia Gray 
 University of Western Sydney

Josh Byrne Josh Byrne & Associates 

Phil Stubbs Better Block

Steffen Lehmann  
Curtin University SA

PARTNERS
and counting

2 0 0 +



• Join our network of 

2000+ people from 

every level of business 

government, education 

and NGOs

• Be a little bit involved  

or a lot involved

• Non-political, 

collaborative approach

• No need to commit to a 

specific policy, just show 

support for the cause 

• Free to join, free to be  

part of, always 

CREATE 20% MORE GREEN 
SPACE IN OUR URBAN 
AREAS BY 2020

As seen in:

Plants and trees cool our cities. They reduce pollution. 
They get us out and about and make us healthier,  
happier and more productive. 

Yet, too often, they are overlooked when plans are  
drawn and concrete is poured.

We’re on a mission to change that. 

Our mission

AUSTRALIA’S BIGGEST 
PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK 
OF GREEN SPACE PEOPLE
Being part of the 202020 Vision gives you easy ways to 
find answers to the tough questions when it comes to 
green space. It also gives you the chance to showcase 
your expertise and help lift the standard across 
Australia, rather than just in your organisation.

Help and be helped.

Be part of collaborative change 
on a national scale.



GREEN SPACES INCLUDE:
When we say ‘green space’ we look for two things: 

WHAT IS GREEN SPACE?

PUBLIC OPEN  
SPACES

WETLANDS & DRAINAGE

GREEN WALLS

PRECINCT & 
MASTERPLANS

GREEN ROOFS

COMMERCIAL 
DEVELOPMENTS

INDOOR

COMMUNITY GARDENS  
& POCKET PARKS

GREEN LINKS & 
CORRIDORS

RESIDENTIAL 
DEVELOPMENTS

trees & plants
real benefits  

to people



HEALTH & 
WELLBEING

83% of Australians see 
green space as a place for 
relaxation and taking time 
out. 73% see their garden as 
a sanctuary for their mental 
wellbeing. Contact with 
nature is found to have health 
and psychological benefits: 
reducing stress, improving 
attention, having a positive 
effect on mental restoration 
and increased longevity. 

COOLER CITIES

Everyone knows its cooler 
in the shade. But did you 
know shade is also valuable? 
For instance trees drop 
temperatures by up to 8˚C, 
reducing air conditioner use 
and carbon emissions by 
an estimated 12-15% per 
annum.

PRODUCTIVITY

Plants and trees enrich 
work environments. In fact, 
it was found that those 
working in these types of 
environments become 17% 
more productive that those 
in bare spaces without trees 
and plants. 

BETTER WATER 
MANAGEMENT

Trees and plants act as 
a natural water filtration 
system. In particular, green 
roofs can store significant 
amounts of water and 
reduce the run-off entering 
sewer systems and 
waterways. That means 
more water staying where 
it falls. 

COMMUNITY 
CONNECTION

89% of respondents in the 
Global Green Space Report 
consider having access to 
green space a human right. 
In addition to the mental and 
physical benefits of green 
space, it is a valuable way 
for people to connect to 
each other.

CLEAN AIR

We all know that trees 
literally act as our planet’s 
lungs. Victorian research 
into urban forestry has 
found that large, healthy 
trees remove approximately 
70 times more air pollution 
than smaller healthy trees. 

LOCAL COMMERCE

US research found that 
customers prefer shopping 
in well-tended streets 
with large trees. The study 
also found they would pay 
9-12% more for goods sold 
in central business districts 
with high quality tree 
canopy. More trees - more 
local street commerce.

BIOPHILIA

People like to be in and 
around nature. In particular, 
giving children access to 
nature promotes their 
mental and emotional well-
being and has been proven 
to have a positive effect on 
children’s behaviour.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

Big claims. Want proof? Our website has a collection of research papers on these topics and more.



MEASURING THE BASELINE

Creating 20% more green space requires a baseline 
measurement. We needed a benchmark to measure by, so we can 
set about helping increase the amount of green space in our urban 
areas. 

We worked with the The Institute for Sustainable Futures at the 
University of Technology, Sydney to measure and benchmark 139 
of Australia’s urban and peri-urban local government areas, where 
68% of Australians live. 

In doing so, we also trialed iTree, a free, easy-to-use online tool 
that allows anyone to measure the tree canopy in a given area. 

After all, a shared goal needs a simple, shared measurement. 

Download your copy from 
202020vision.com.au/research



We’ve planned out our journey to 
achieving 20% more urban green space. 

It goes like this…

Big change starts with small seeds. 

1 2 3 4 5 6

CREATE A 
NETWORK

IDENTIFY  
THE ISSUES

WRITE THE 
PATHWAYS

PROMOTE 
BENEFITS

UNEARTH  
THE SOLUTIONS

PROVE IT’S ALL 
POSSIBLE

THE MASTER PLAN



Green space supporters are everywhere…in business, government, 
universities, community groups and NGOs. We’re bringing them 
together so we can learn from each other and speak with one voice. 

KEY PARTNERS INCLUDE:

OUR NETWORK BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER 
ONLINE AND IN THE REAL WORLD.

CREATE A NETWORK

1

200+
partners from  

all sectors

The Global Compact Cities Programme 
is the urban component of the United 
Nations Global Compact; the world’s 
largest corporate responsibility initiative.

The Cities Programme supports a holistic 
approach to sustainability that considers, 
plans for and measures impact across 
four social domains: the economic; 
ecological; political; and cultural.

30+
green space  

leaders

1,500+
individual  
supporters

A weekly e-newsletter 
showcases new and 

innovative green space 
projects.

EDM

Our partners team 
up to grow their 
knowledge base.

Workshops

Presentations are made 
nationally to spread the 
word about the benefits 

of green space.

Thought 
Leadership

An active LinkedIn 
group of 582 

people enables new 
connections.

Linkedin



3X4 PAGE
features in the Australian 

Financial Review

243
stories across  

all states

16M+
media reach

There are thousands of studies showing why green space is good for 
people. We’re taking the facts, figures and green space experts to the 
media to get the green space conversation going.

PROMOTE THE BENEFITS

2



If we’re going to create more green space we need to work 
out what’s stopping it from happening now. We’ve been 
working with our partners and Australia’s most renowned 
green space experts to identify the 20 biggest barriers to 
increasing green space.

IDENTIFY THE ISSUES

3

FUNDING & 
INVESTMENT

KNOWLEDGE & 
SKILLS

POLICY & 
PLANNING

CLIMATE &  
ENVIRONMENT

CULTURE & 
COMMUNITY



We know that, all over Australia, organisations and experts are 
already working to overcome the barriers to increasing green 
space. 

To share and spread their knowledge we’re bringing together 
over 500 green space experts (including government, industry, 
developers, heads of sustainability, researchers and community 
leaders) on our national Growing the Seeds Tour. The aim is 
not just to share knowledge, but to promote and scale practical 
solutions. 

From the Tour, we will work with our partners to create the 
pathways for overcoming the 20 biggest barriers to increasing 
green space, working toward our goal of 20% more green space 
in urban areas by 2020.

UNEARTH THE SOLUTIONS 

4

Want to know about the tour and the outcomes?  
Visit 202020vision.com and sign up to recieve our newsletter. 



5

The biggest journeys start with the smallest steps. 

The Tour will help us identify the best solutions, big and small. 
From there, we aim to to break down each issue and map the 
steps to overcome key challenges between now and 2020. 
These steps will form a pathway over time, to provide us with 
a clear list of actions than can be shared and owned by partner 
organisations and individuals.

WRITE THE PATHWAYS

Our pathways are coming 
together. Soon they’ll all  
look something like this: 



6

Amazing green space projects happen all over Australia every day. 

By showcasing them in one place and making it easy for those 
responsible for creating them to find each other, we’re helping share 
the knowledge and prove that there is no barrier to increasing green 
space that can’t be overcome with a little ingenuity.

PROVE IT’S ALL POSSIBLE

LEADING GREEN 
SPACE PROJECTS

and counting

1 0 0+

THE GOODS LINE
by Aspect Studios

BARANGAROO SOUTH
by Lend Lease

DARLING QUARTER
by Aspect Studios

NOOSA JUNCTION
by Guymer Bailey Landscape

GREEN SQUAURE
by McGregor Coxall

CLOVELLY BETTER BLOCK
by Better Block

ITAOUI WOODLAND PARK
by McGregor Coxall

LIZARD LOG PARKLANDS
by McGregor Coxall

CRIMSON HILL
by Arcadia Landscape Architects

HUNTER STREET MALL
by Victory Gardens

MASCOT CENTRAL
by Arcadia Landscape Architects

AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS  
by Outlines Landscape Architecture

CHIPPENDALE GREEN 
by Frasers Property Group

THE GOODS LINE
by Aspect Studios

OZBREED GARDENS
by Ozbreed Gardens

PADDINGTON RESERVOIR 
by JMD Design

CITY WALK, CANBERRA
by Tract Consultants

CHRISTIE WALK
by Ecopolis

PUTNEY HILL
by Frasers Property Group

THE EDIBLE BALCONY
by The Edible Balcony



IT’S FREE. HOW CAN THIS BE? 
Every time a plant or tree is bought in Australia, a little 
bit goes to funding the 202020 Vision. 

WHO’S BEHIND IT? 
The 202020 Vision is funded and maintained by 
Horticulture Australia Ltd and the Nursery & Garden  
Industry Australia. 

I’M A COUNCIL OR A DEVELOPER. DO I HAVE 
TO COMMIT TO 20% GREEN SPACE IN MY 
DEVELOPMENTS? 
No. 20% is our overall goal for Australia’s urban areas. 
Joining the 202020 Vision doesn’t commit you to any 
individual policy targets. What we do ask though, is 
that your organisation commit to maximising the green 
space incorporated in your developments based on 
what’s feasible. 

We can help you measure and promote the health, 
productivity and commercial benefits of more green 
space, making it an easier conversation with other people 
in your organisation.

MY LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA (LGA) IS GREEN 
ALREADY. SO WHY WOULD I GET INVOLVED? 
Green space is about a lot more than approvals and 
construction. Reducing maintenance costs, reducing 
risks and getting people to use and value their green 
spaces are all key issues. 

We can introduce you to other LGAs with a similar 
green space profile or challenges, so you can learn 
from each other.

We can also help you share your knowledge with 
councils struggling to reach your level, thus increasing 
green space beyond your boundaries.

FAQ

Email:  
hello@202020vision.com.au

Call: +61 (0) 2809 78746

Media enquiries:  
Claire Maloney: 0431 279 785

GET INVOLVED



20% MORE GREEN SPACES IN URBAN AREAS BY 2020


